
Assignment

LESSON 1: Four Is  Better Than One   •   M4-71

Practice
1.  Identify the ordered pair associated with each 

point graphed on the coordinate plane.
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2.  Plot and label the locations of points P through Z 

on a coordinate plane. Draw line segments from 

point to point, beginning and ending at point P. 

Describe the resulting fi gure.

 P (0, 5) Q (1, 3) R (4, 3) 

 S (2, 1)  T (4, 23) V (0, 21) 

 W (24, 23) X (22, 1)  Y (24, 3) 

 Z (21, 3)

Remember
The Cartesian coordinate plane is formed by two  perpendicular 

number lines that intersect at the zeros, or the origin. The 

 intersecting number lines divide the plane into four regions, 

called quadrants.

Write
Use the terms axis, quadrant, 

and coordinates to explain how 

ordered pairs that differ only by 

sign are related to each other.
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3.  Plot the ordered pair (a, b) in Quadrant I of a coordinate plane and the ordered pair (c, d) in Quadrant III. 

Plot and label each additional ordered pair. Explain how you knew where to plot each point.

 a. (2a, b) b. (a, 2b) c. (2a, 2b) d. (2c, d) e. (c, 2d) f. (2c, 2d)

4.  The coordinate plane shown represents a map of Paul’s 

neighborhood. Each square represents one city block. 

Paul’s house is located at point A, which is the origin. 

The other points represent the following locations.

 B – USA Bank C – Paul’s friend Franco’s house

 D – Gray’s Grocery Store E – Post Offi ce

 F – Edward Middle School G – Playground

 H – Smiles Orthodontics

5.  Explain how Paul can get to the given destination from his 

house if he were to fi rst walk east or west and then walk north 

or south. Then, determine the coordinates of the destination 

point and the quadrant in which the point is located.

 a. USA Bank b. Smiles Orthodontics

 c. Franco’s house d. Playground

 e. Post Offi ce
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M4-72   •   TOPIC 2: The Four Quadrants

Stretch
Create a rectangle ABCD on a coordinate plane that meets the following conditions: 

• all four points are in different quadrants

• point A is in Quadrant II with coordinates (2a, b)

• the distance from point A to point B is 3a

• the distance from point A to point D is 4b

• neither axis is a line of symmetry in the rectangle

6.  Identify the ordered pairs associated with B and E. Describe how the ordered pairs are similar.

7.  Write an absolute value equation using the y-coordinates of the points to calculate the distance between 

B and E.

8.  How can an absolute value equation help you calculate the distance from one point to another on the 

coordinate plane when the points are on the same vertical or horizontal line?

Review
Determine two rational numbers that are between the two given rational numbers.

1. 3.4 and 3.5 2.    12 ___ 5    and    13 ___ 5   

State the opposite of each number and plot both numbers on a number line.

3. 2   1 __ 8     4. 25.97

Calculate the area of each composite fi gure.

5. 

18 ft
6 ft

6 ft

5 ft

8 ft

9 ft

10 ft

 6. 10 in.

8.5 in.

11 in.

24 in.
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